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ABSTRACT : Successful use of OBC technology requires well defined survey objectives, good survey planning, efficient and
reliable high fidelity equipment and competent processing and interpretation. PGS has developed the FOURcE system to achieve
high quality acquisition. Efficiency and Vector fidelity are two key elements in achieving this. We will present the system and
demonstrate successful use of it through geophysical case studies.

CABLE SYSTEM

The seafloor seismic method using conventional
ocean bottom cables (OBC) started as an alternative
acquisition technique in shallow waters and obstructed areas.
Typically these limited access areas are too deep for transition
zone acquisition and too shallow or too congested for efficient
towed streamer operations.  Currently, conventional OBC
systems are limited to water depths of less than 150m. By
adding two horizontal geophones, one oriented along the cable
and the other normal to the cable, the complete wavefield –
both P-wave and S-wave – can be recorded.  PGS pioneered
the use of this technology for deepwater applications.  Our
FOURcETM Seafloor Seismic Acquisition System is the only
system that has worked in water depths beyond 1000m, with
2010m being its deepest application to date.  Another unique
feature of the FOURcE system is that the cable can be
positioned by dragging it along the seafloor.  In addition to
deepwater use, this robust system can be deployed in harsh
environments like coral reefs and in areas with strong currents.
The fact that it can be repositioned without complete retrieval
is attractive from a cost efficiency viewpoint.

An essential feature of a 4C seafloor system is the
geophone module.  PGS developed a sensor module with a
gimbaled geophone assembly, as shown below.

VECTOR FIDELITY

Vector fidelity is an important issue in ensuring the
recording of good quality 4C data.  By vector fidelity we mean
that the three-component geophone recordings shall be in
agreement with the true earth motion experienced on the
seafloor.

There are several ways to investigate the vector
fidelity of the geophone recordings.  Looking at data in the in-
line/vertical direction, we can compare the angle of incidence
computed from first breaks to the angles that are derived from
source and receiver positioning data.  This can be done for
various offsets. Fig. 1 shows such a comparison using a 2D
line recorded in the North Sea for a selected number of receivers
and a set of offsets over a split receiver spread.

With the growth of 3D4C acquisition, there has been
a similar increase in interest in vector fidelity in the horizontal
plane.  The linearity of the first arrival energy in the horizontal
plane is indicative of vector fidelity and thus can be used for
analysis purposes.  Since particle motion is received on the
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Figure 1: FOURcE vector fidelity quality control.  The angle of
incidence from first arrival is in close agreement with the
same angles derived from navigation and positioning data.
The angle of incidence is defined in the in-line and vertical
plane.

FOURcE 4C sensor module with the three-component gimbaled geophone
assembly. The hydrophone is molded into the outside connector.
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seafloor, and assuming the elastic behavior of the seafloor,
the motion should be a straight line in the horizontal plane.  If
an ellipse is fitted in a least square sense, one can use the ratio
between the major and minor axes as a linearity indicator and
therefore as a vector fidelity indicator.  A high ratio is indicative
of good vector fidelity.  An example is in Fig.2.

The sensor housing is made of stainless steel, and
both the lead-in cable and the inter-sensor cables are steel
armored.  The sensor station is a point receiver with single
geophones and hydrophones, thus avoiding any undesirable
directional sensitivity variations.  The geophones are mounted
in an individual gimbaled assembly to minimize mechanical
cross-coupling and to ensure the vertical and horizontal
orientations of the sensors.

EFFICIENCY

Generally speaking the more equipment one can
deploy simultaneously the higher efficiency one can obtain.
Number of vessels and cost in general modifies the previous
statement. However the closer we come to continuous
shooting and the more we can minimize repeated shooting the
closer we are to the optimum configuration.

Fig. 2 FOURcE vector fidelity quality control.  Ellipticity is shown
of the first arrival from the in-line and cross-line horizontal
geophones.  The ratio between the major and minor axis is
on the order of 20 (locations with values of 0.05) to 100
(locations with values of 0.01), which is a very high degree
of linearity and thus indicative of good vector fidelity.  No
compensation for geophone directional sensitivity
variation has been applied.

 

Example of an active spread of 6 cables with maximum cross line
offset determined by 3 timed the cable distance. One cable will be
moved for every new shooting swath in between cables. There would
be no repetition with this geometry

For patch geometries the amount of shooting is
determined by fold requirements for PP and PS since the offset
distribution will be adequate for PS in most cases.

For swath geometries there will be a difference
between the requirements for PP and PS. Due to the asymmetry
of the ray-paths PS will require more cross-line offsets than
PP. So whereas PZ surveys can be performed with down to 2
active cables and shooting in between, PS surveys will require
shooting outside the cables spread or a relatively wide receiver
spread to provide the cross-line offsets.

Three different methods are shown below.
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Example of an active spread of 4 cables. A predefined cross-line offset allows cables to be moved when this spec is met.  Shots will have to
be repeated to meet the cross-line Offset requirements.

 

300m Receiver Line 
Spacing 

200m Shot Line 
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Staggered 100m  In-Line and X-Line Offset 

Approximately 3km 

FOURcE Data from the Middle East.

Streamer Data

PZ OBC Data

PS OBC Data


